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AGREEMENT 

 

Pursuant to the applicable provisions of the General Laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts as they 

pertain to Special Needs Collaboratives, this Agreement is effective the 1st day of July, 2022, by the Board of 

Directors of the Pilgrim Area Collaborative (hereinafter sometimes referred to as the Board) and the Pilgrim 

Area Collaborative Professional Staff Association (hereinafter sometimes referred to as the PAC PSA or as the 

Association). 

 
WITNESSETH 

Whereas, the Board and the Association, in the manner and to the extent provided in this Agreement, desire to 

enter into an agreement relating to the Professional Staff covered by this Agreement as indicated in Article I. 

Now, therefore, in consideration of the mutual agreements contained herein and the performance by each of the 

parties to this Agreement of all the provisions and obligations hereinafter set forth, the Board and the 

Association, for itself and as the representative of the Professional Staff, hereby mutually and jointly agree as 

follows: 

 
PREAMBLE 

Recognizing that our prime purpose is to provide education of the highest quality possible for the students of the 

Pilgrim Area Collaborative and that good morale within the Professional Staff of the Pilgrim Area 

Collaborative is essential to achievement of that purpose, we, the undersigned parties to the AGREEMENT, 

declare that 

 

a. Under applicable laws of Massachusetts, the Board has final responsibility for establishing the 

educational policies of Pilgrim Area Collaborative; and 

 

b. The Executive Director of the Pilgrim Area Collaborative has responsibility for carrying out the 

policies so established; and 

 

c. The Professional Staff of the Pilgrim Area Collaborative have responsibility for providing the 

Pilgrim Area Collaborative students an appropriate education and special services of the 

highest possible quality; and 

 

d. Fulfillment of these respective responsibilities can be facilitated and supported by 

consultations and free exchange of views and information between the Board, the Executive 

Director and the Association in the formulation and application of policies relating to wages, 

hours, and other conditions of employment for the Professional Staff; and so 

 

e. To give effect to these declarations, the following principles and procedures are hereby 

adopted. 
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1.1  For purposes of collective bargaining with respect to wages, hours, other conditions of employment, 

the negotiation of collective bargaining agreements, and any question arising thereunder, the Board 

recognizes the Pilgrim Area Collaborative Professional Staff Association, Local 6210, American 

Federation of Teachers Massachusetts (AFT MA), as the exclusive bargaining agent and 

representative of the following noted Professional Staff of the Pilgrim Area Collaborative. 

 

UNIT A 

All Professional Staff of the Pilgrim Area Collaborative that hold current certification or license 

appropriate to the respective areas of specialization such as Special Education Teacher, Registered 

Occupational Therapist, Registered Physical Therapist, Speech and Language Pathologist, Vision 

Teacher/Peripatologist, Reading Specialist, School Psychologist, School Adjustment Counselor, 

Social Worker/Adjustment Counselor, School Guidance Counselor, Registered Nurse (bachelor’s 

degree or higher), excepting however the following:   

 

Executive Director, Assistant Director, Treasurer, Program Director/Coordinator, PACES 

Coordinator/Director,  Pilgrim Academy Director, and administrative support positions. 
 

 

 

2.1 The AFT may, any time following October 1 of the calendar year preceding the calendar year in which 

the Agreement expires, notify the Collaborative’s Board of Directors, and indicate that is interested in 

beginning negotiations over a successor collective bargaining agreement. Upon receipt of the request to 

begin negotiations, the Board will begin negotiations with the AFT within a reasonable period of 

time thereafter. Such negotiations will include, but not be limited to, the handling of grievances, 

salaries, fringe benefits, specialists, duty hours, performance of non-professional duties, Professional 

Staff's facilities, use of school facilities, staff assignments, transfers, filling of vacancies, promotions, 

textbooks, summer school, professional evaluation, protection of Professional Staff, sick leave, leaves 

of absence, accident benefits, health services, teaching and therapy materials, professional 

development and educational improvement. Any agreement so negotiated will apply to all 

Professional Staff and will be reduced to writing and signed by the Board and the Association. 

 

2.2 During the negotiation, the Board and the Association will present relevant data, exchange points of 

view, and make proposals and counter proposals. As of the time it is available to the Board, the Board 

will provide the Association with a complete tentative line budget for the next fiscal year as well as 

preliminary budgetary proposals, requirements, and allocations. 

 

The Board will make available to the Association for inspection all pertinent records of the 

Collaborative. Either party may, if it desires, utilize the services of outside consultants, and may call 

upon professional and lay representatives to assist in the negotiations. 

 

2.3 If the negotiations described in this article reach an impasse, the procedure described in Chapter 

150E will be followed. 

ARTICLE I - RECOGNITION 

ARTICLE II - NEGOTIATION PROCEDURE 
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3.1 Definitions 

a. A grievance is defined as being only those claims or disputes which allege specific and direct 

violation of the express language of the provisions of this agreement. The grievance must 

contain the nature and facts of the grievance, the section of the contract allegedly violated, and 

the remedy sought. 

 

b. An "aggrieved person" is the person or persons making the claim. 

 

c. A "party in interest" is the person or persons making the claim and any person who might 

be required to take action or against whom action might be taken in order to resolve the 

claim. 

 

d. School days shall remain the operative measure of time from the day school opens for 

Professional Staff through June 30; on July 1 through to the day prior to the opening of school 

for Professional Staff, the measure shall be normal working days, Monday through Friday, 

excluding recognized holidays. 

 

3.2 Purpose 

a. The purpose of this procedure is to secure, at the lowest possible administrative level, 

equitable solutions to the problems which may from time to time arise affecting the welfare or 

working conditions of Professional Staff. 

 

b. The Association is cognizant of the General Laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 

relating to powers and duties of the Board and other laws that affect municipal Professional 

Staff. 

 

c. Both parties agree that these proceedings will be kept as informal and confidential as may be 

appropriate at any level of the procedure. 

 

d. Since it is important that the grievances be processed as rapidly as possible, the number of 

days indicated at each level should be considered a MAXIMUM, and every effort should be 

made to expedite the process. The time limits specified may, however, be extended by mutual 

agreement. 

 

e. Nothing herein contained will be construed as limiting the right of any Professional Staff 

having a grievance to discuss the matter informally with any appropriate member of the 

administration, and having the grievance adjusted without intervention of the Federation, 

provided the adjustment is not inconsistent with the terms of this Agreement. 

 

f. Each written statement of grievance shall include: 

 

(1) A concise statement of facts constituting the grievance 

(2) A reference to the applicable provisions of the Agreement 

ARTICLE III - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
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(3) The date upon which the act or omission giving rise to the grievance occurred, 

and 

(4) The dates of all prior written presentations, if any. 

 

g. All documents, communications and records dealing with the processing of a grievance will 

be filed separately from the personnel files of the participants. 

 

3.3 Procedure 

a. Level One 

(1)   The grievance shall be presented in writing and discussed by the aggrieved employee 

and, at the employee's request, a member of the Professional Staff Association, and   

the Executive Director. The Executive Director shall answer the grievance in writing 

within seven (7) days of receipt of the written grievance or the close of the Level One 

discussion, whichever is later. 

 

b. Level Two 

(1)  Should the grievance remain unresolved, it shall be the grievant's option to file the 

grievance in writing with the elected President of PAC-PSA within seven (7) days of 

receipt of the Level One answer. The President of the PAC-PSA will refer the 

grievance in writing to the Chair of the Board within fifteen (15) days after receiving 

the written grievance. The Board Chair will meet with the aggrieved member within 

ten (10) school days after the written grievance has been referred in an effort to 

resolve the grievance. The Board Chair shall answer the grievance in writing within 

seven (7) days of receipt of the referral or the close of the hearing, whichever is later. 

 

c. Level Three 

(1)  Should the grievance remain unresolved, it shall at the grievant's option to file the 

grievance in writing with the elected President of the PAC-PSA within seven (7) days 

of receipt of the Level Two answer. The President of the PAC-PSA will refer the 

grievance in writing to the Board or its designated subcommittees (herein referred to 

as the Board) within fifteen (15) days after receiving the written grievance. The 

Board will meet with the aggrieved member within ten (10) school days after the 

written grievance has been referred in an effort to resolve the grievance. The Board 

shall answer the grievance in writing within seven (7) days of receipt of the referral 

or the close of the hearing, whichever is later. 

 

d. Level Four 

(1) Within ten (10) days of its receipt of the answer of the Board, the Association may 

present the grievance for arbitration by giving the Board written notice of its 

intention to do so. 

 

(2) Prior to the schedule date for arbitration, the parties will submit the matter to 

grievance mediation under the auspices of the Massachusetts Department of Labor 

Relations or the American Arbitration Association.
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(3) Within twenty-five (25) school days after such written notice of submission to 

arbitration is given to the Board, the Board Chairperson and the Association will file 

a request for arbitration with the Massachusetts Department of Labor Relations or the 

American Arbitration Association. The parties will be bound by the rules and 

procedures of the relevant board/association in the selection of an arbitrator and the 

arbitrator shall proceed under such rules. 

 

(4) The arbitrator shall have the authority to settle only a grievance which concerns 

misinterpretation or misapplication or violation of the expressed terms of the 

Contract. The arbitrator shall have no power to add to, subtract from, or modify this 

Agreement. 

 

(5) All expenses charged by arbitrator, but not the cost of any outside lay or professional 

consultant hired by either party to advise or represent them in the proceedings, shall be 

shared equally by the Board and the Association (PAC-PSA). 

 

3.4 Waiver of Grievance Procedure 

a. If, at the end of ten (10) school days following the occurrence of any grievance, or the date of 

the first knowledge of its occurrence by any employee affected by it, the grievance has not 

been presented at Level One of this procedure, the grievance shall be deemed to have been 

waived. 

 

b. A grievance shall be considered settled on the basis of the decision last made and shall not be 

eligible for further appeal if there is failure of the Association or grievant to appeal a decision 

within the time limit specified. Failure of the Executive Director of the Board to answer an 

appeal within the time limit specified shall mean that the appeal may be taken to the next step 

immediately. 

 

c. The above limitations may be waived by mutual agreement of the parties. 

 
3.5 a. In a retroactivity dispute, in no event shall the Arbitrator’s award be retroactive beyond the 

occurrence of the events given rise to the instant grievance. 

 

b. An employee who has been ordered to perform a certain task within the scope of the 

employees’ employment, which he/she believes violates a provision of  this Agreement shall  

not refuse to perform the task (unless the task is reasonably believed to be unsafe) but shall 

perform  the same and then submit his/her protest as a grievance. 

 

c. An Arbitrator shall not have the power to render a decision concerning any matter which has 

not been presented in accordance with the procedures set above. 
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4.1 The salaries of all persons covered by this Agreement are set forth in Appendix C attached hereto and 

made a part hereof to include an across-the-board increase in salary, as follows (Part Time positions 

are pro-rated according to scale): 

a. Realign Steps 1-12, add additional Longevity Steps, and add Doctoral Column.  

b. 2022-2023:  Two Percent (2%) 

c. 2023-2024:  Two Percent (2%) 

d. 2024-2025:  Two Percent (2%) 

 

for all Full Time Professional Staff, all as set forth in the Professional Staff Salary Schedule, including 

Steps, for the contract years: (i) 2022-2023; (ii) 2023-2024; and (iii) 2024-2025, as set forth in 

Appendix C. 

 

4.2 a.   Effective July 1, 2019, all qualifying nurses shall have full access to all steps of the Teacher’s  

       Wage Scale attached hereto as Appendix C.   

 

b.    Effective July 1, 2022, any person who holds or thereafter attains a Doctoral degree, in a field              related  

      to his/her job duties at the Pilgrim Area Collaborative, from an accredited institution of higher    

       education shall advance to the Doctoral column on the Salary Schedule in Appendix C and be  

      paid at the appropriate rate based on his/her current placement on the schedule.   

 

4.3 a. Professional Staff may be paid in twenty-two (22) equal installments during the school year,  

or in   twenty-six (26) installments during the calendar year beginning the start of the school 

year. The Administration shall distribute a form to each Professional Staff prior to the close of 

school in June   requesting each Professional Staff to select a salary payment schedule for the 

following School Year. Professional Staff who do not indicate a selection by the close of the 

School Year shall be paid in twenty-six (26) equal installments during the calendar year 

beginning the start of the school year. Those Professional Staff who elect to be paid in twenty-

six (26) equal installments will receive all deferred payments in one lump sum prior to June 30. 

 

b.  The salary of a regular educator who leaves the service of the Pilgrim Area Collaborative before  

the termination of the school year, or who begins his/her service in the Pilgrim Area 

Collaborative after the regular school year has begun, will be paid the effective daily rate of the 

annualized salary for the position based on the number of workdays in the work year multiplied by 

the number of days actually worked. In the event of termination of service for any cause at the 

end of or at any time during the school year, amounts of salary earned but withheld to date of 

termination shall be payable to the educator, or in the event of his/her death, to his/her estate. It 

is acknowledged that reconciliation for payments for actual time worked may in some cases 

result in an educator being paid in advance and owing a return payment to the Pilgrim Area 

Collaborative. 
 

c. Barring unforeseen circumstances, the Pilgrim Area Collaborative will make every effort to  

pay Professional Staff members their first paycheck of the school year by no later than 

September 13th. 

 

 

ARTICLE IV - SALARIES 
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4.4 The Board agrees to adopt the following individual contract as included in Appendix A. 
 

 

4.5 Professional Staff who are employed by the Pilgrim Area Collaborative for at least twenty hours per 

week but less than full-time (thirty-five hours per week) shall be placed on the appropriate step of the 

Professional Staff Salary Schedule but at a prorated portion of the salary except for health insurance 

which will be offered to Staff Members who work at least twenty hours per week on the same basis 

that it is offered to full-time Staff Members; all other benefits agreed to in this Agreement will be 

prorated in the same proportion as is salary. 

 

4.6 In order to advance horizontally on the Salary Schedule, an individual must notify the Executive 

Director in writing using the Professional Staff Salary Advancement Form prior to the preceding 

February 1, along with a copy of the employee’s updated college transcript indicating that the 

advancement is likely to or will occur. Such advancement can only occur at the start of a school year. 

Evidence of completed coursework must be submitted to the Executive Director no later than August 

1. It is the sole responsibility of an individual to notify the Executive Director of any anticipated 

movement on the Salary Scale. A failure to meet any of the deadlines in this section will make an 

individual ineligible to advance horizontally on the Salary Schedule for the following September. 

 

4.7 Full Time Staff members who work 91 or more workdays in a given year will advance to the next step 

of the salary schedule in the following year, assuming they have had a positive evaluation. Staff 

Members who do not have a positive evaluation in a given year and/or who have worked less than 91 

days in a given year will in their next year of service be retained on the same step of the salary 

schedule as they had most recently been. For purposes of this section, "workdays" shall not include 

any sort of leave days, whether with or without pay, and will include only days actually on the job. 

Part Time Staff members who work less than 91 workdays in a calendar year may receive step 

increases at the sole discretion of the Board. 

 

4.8 Effective September 1, 2023, the professional staff member’s wage scales contained in Appendix C                    

shall be adjusted by adding four new top longevity steps in addition to the existing L12 step. They 

shall be entitled Step L15, L20, L25 and L30. These steps will be one percent (1%) higher than the 

current top Step 12 in the 2023-2024 school year and two percent (2%) higher than the current top 

Step 12 in the 2024-2025 school year. A person eligible to move to a longevity Step, will move onto 

that Step, effective the start of the school year next following his or her having met the following 

conditions. Those conditions are: the professional staff member must have completed at least 

twelve, fifteen, twenty, twenty-five, or thirty years respectfully of actual service as a professional 

staff at the Pilgrim Area Collaborative.  If a professional staff does have at least twelve years of 

service as a professional staff at the Collaborative but who is not yet on Step 12, he or she must 

first progress, in the normal course of progression, to the original Step 12, where he or she must 

then remain for one full year before moving onto the longevity Step. 

 

4.9 Appendix D contains a list of the stipend positions, and the stipend rates the Collaborative pays to the 

persons who hold these stipend positions. It is expressly understood that the Collaborative reserves 

the right to eliminate stipend positions at any time and likewise not fund some or all of them in any 

given year. It is also understood that if the Collaborative eliminates or chooses not to fund a stipend 

position contained in Appendix D, the employees will not be required to perform the stipend work. 
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4.10 All payments of payroll related items to any Staff Member will be made by direct deposit to a bank 

account of the Staff Member’s choosing. Staff Members will have access to a paperless pay stub in 

connection with any direct deposit made.  

 

 

5.1 Professional Staff Work Duty Hours 

a. Professional Staff shall be required to be in their assigned school(s) seven hours daily with 

starting and ending times to be determined by the Executive Director, or his/her designee, 

which shall be a Program Coordinator or Program Director. It is assumed that members 

covered by this Agreement will spend whatever additional time is necessary to fulfill 

professional expectations. Please see also Section 5.11. 

 

(1) Professional Staff may be required to remain after the end of the regular school day, 

without additional compensation, for up to one (1) hour to attend the following: 

(a) Professional Staff Meeting called by the Executive Director, or his/her 

designee, which shall be a Program Coordinator or Program Director. 

 

(b) In service educational programs not to exceed more than an average of twice 

per month. 

 

(c) Professional Staff shall stay an additional two (2) hours on one (1) student 

early release day per year, in order to satisfy the three (3) hour requirement 

for restraint recertification. 

 

(2) Professional Staff may be required to remain after the school day for no more than 

two afternoons and/or evenings per school year for Parent Conferences. Professional 

Staff will make every attempt to attend IEP Meetings whenever they are held. 

Scheduling outside the usual workday will only occur when no mutually acceptable 

time can be made within the workday. Every attempt will be made to accommodate 

the schedule of the Professionals involved. 

 

(3) Professional Staff may be required to attend one evening Open House each School 

Year. 

 

(4) Professional Staff may leave school at the regular student dismissal times (after all 

students have left) on Fridays and the day preceding a holiday or vacation, excluding 

summer vacation. 

 

b. All Professional Staff are entitled to a thirty (30) minute duty free lunch. Class coverage 

to be arranged in cooperation with the Executive Director or Program 

Coordinator/Director. 

 

 

c. Part time professional staff (less than 35 hours per week) shall complete and submit biweekly 

time sheets in accordance with established office procedure. 
 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE V - WORKING CONDITIONS 
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d. Effective July 1, 2019, the Parties agree that PAC and the PSA are currently evaluating 

programmatic options/changes to the Collaborative’s structure in regards to length of school 

day and/or school year, in order to remain competitive in the market. If PAC determines that 

such changes are beneficial and need to be made during the life of this contract, it will notify 

the PSA of its proposed changes and offer to bargain with the PSA. The PSA will not refuse to 

bargain over this issue during the life of the contract. 

 

5.2 Professional Staff Facilities 

a. All Professional Staff are entitled to the following facilities. 

(1) Space in a classroom or office in which the Professional Staff may safely store 

instructional materials and supplies. 

 

(2) Whenever possible, a serviceable desk and chair for the Teacher in the classroom or 

other Professional Staff assigned to an office. 

 

(3) There should be provided one designated area, in each school containing 

Collaborative Classes, assigned for posting of staff notices and important 

information. 

 

5.3 Preparation Time 

a. Except when such time is needed for IEP meetings, all full-time teachers shall have a 

minimum of three hours of preparation time during each five-day week to be scheduled during 

the seven-hour teacher day. All part time members of this unit shall have a percentage of 

preparation time as is equal to their part time status. The schedule of preparation time is to be 

approved by the Executive Director. Preparation time will be used to prepare lessons, 

develop curriculum, organize, and collect materials, facilitate integration, and complete or 

gather standardized information. Please see also Section 5.11 

 

b. Other Professional Staff (Therapists, Nurses, Adjustment Counselors, Psychologists) shall 

have preparation time in accordance with the needs of their respective positions as approved by 

the Executive Director. 

 

5.4 Class Size 

a. The Board agrees to abide by all applicable regulations pertaining to class size for special 

needs students as regulated by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of 

Education. 

 

5.5 Travel Reimbursement 

a. Professional Staff will be reimbursed at the IRS rate of reimbursement for all travel mileage 

necessitated to fulfill direct service commitments to students as required by their work 

assignment, provided that said schedules are approved by the Executive Director. 

 

b. Reimbursement for travel outside the category of direct service to students, present or 

potential, shall be at the discretion of the Executive Director. 
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5.6 Personal Injury Benefits 

a. Whenever a Professional Staff person is absent from school as a result of a personal injury 

occurring on the job (caused by an accident or assault), the Professional may be placed on paid 

Administrative Leave, approved by the Executive Director, for up to, but not exceeding, 5 

days. If the said absence extends beyond 5 days, the Professional will be required to provide 

appropriate documentation supporting any extended absence and apply for Workers 

Compensation benefits. Said documentation shall indicate the extent of the injury and the 

estimated time needed to recover from said injury. 

 

b. If the Professional staff member applies for and receives Worker’s Compensation benefits, they 

will be paid his/her full salary provided the Worker’s Compensation payments are signed over to 

the PAC Business Office.  Sick leave will be charged on a fractional day basis to supplement the 

refund of the Worker’s Compensation benefits repaid to PAC (for continuation of full pay, 

continuity of retirement contributions and health insurance costs, as applicable).  If any salary or 

portion thereof is paid back to the Collaborative by the employee, Sick Leave will be reinstated 

accordingly.  Professional staff shall not be granted additional sick leave or any other leave during 

any period that extends into a new school year while they are on Worker’s Compensation.   

 

5.7 Home Visits 

a. Regular two-hour home visits will be offered to parents at their request to provide consistency 

of programming across environments. Home visits will be scheduled during Professional 

Staff working hours with no additional compensation to Professional Staff who conduct home 

visits. If home visits cannot be scheduled during normal working hours, an explanation must be 

provided to the Executive Director in writing prior to the home visit. Professional Staff who 

conduct home visits outside normal working hours will be compensated at the rate of fifty 

dollars ($50.00) per home visit. Should the hours of the home visit begin during school hours 

and end after workday hours, the compensations will be prorated to 50%. 

 

5.8 Personal Property Destruction 

a. The Collaborative will reimburse a bargaining unit employee in the event that his/her 

eyeglasses are              damaged/destroyed in the scope of employment. Reimbursement is limited to 

the sum of $400.00 per year and is only provided if and when not covered by Worker’s 

Compensation insurance. 

 

5.9 Work Year 

a. All employees covered by this Agreement shall work one hundred eighty-four (184) contiguous 

school days per year. 

 

5.10 New Staff Orientation 

a. All newly hired Professional Staff members may attend a mandatory full-day orientation, 

planned by the Collaborative Administration, before reporting to their assigned duties, 

with no additional compensation.   

 

5.11 Time on Teaching 

a. Effective 2017-2018 the Parties agreed that on a full school day, time on teaching will be 

increased by 30 minutes, while also providing designated prep time of 45 minutes a day for 

all full-time teachers. On early release days, time on teaching will increase by 30 minutes while 

also designating 30 minutes of prep time for all full-time teachers.   
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6.1 Assignments and Transfers 

a. Whenever possible, each Professional Staff will be consulted on any changes in the 

assignment of classroom or duty area for the following year not later than June 1st. Whenever 

possible the student profiles of known or potential students will also be reviewed with the 

Professional Staff no later than June 1st. 

 

b. Professional Staff who desire a change in their work assignment or classroom for the 

following September, shall file a written statement of the desire not later than March 1st. 

 

c. An involuntary assignment or transfer shall be made only after a meeting between the 

Professional Staff and the Executive Director or his/her designee, at which time the 

Professional Staff must be notified of the reasons for the transfer. 

 

d. Professional Staff assignments and transfers shall be made without regard to race, color, 

religion, national origin, age, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, marital status, 

disability, homelessness, or past, present or future membership in the uniformed services 

of the United States, including the National Guard. 

 

6.2 Vacancies 

a. Whenever any vacancy occurs in a professional position that the Board has determined should 

be continued, the following procedure will be followed: 

 

(1) Vacancies will be posted via PAC email prior to any external posting.   

 

(2) Current Professional Staff may apply for such openings, and serious consideration 

will be given to any qualified Professional Staff and their years of service with the 

Collaborative. However, vacancies shall be filled at the discretion of the Executive 

Director. Each Professional Staff applicant not selected will receive notification. 
 

 

7.1 Sick Leave 

a. Each Professional Staff covered by this agreement, will receive full pay for fifteen (15) days 

of absence for illness or injury for each school year (September through June) except as noted 

in d. 

 

b. Unused sick days may accumulate up to 180 days. Accumulated sick days may be used at the 

exhaustion of the current school year’s sick leave. 

 

c. Sick leave is granted if a Professional Staff is unable to work because of sickness or injury. A 

maximum of five (5) days sick leave per school year may be used for a serious illness in the 

immediate family, which shall include the Professional Staff's spouse, child, son-in-law, 

daughter-in-law, parent, father-in-law, mother-in-law, sibling, or other resident members of 

the Professional Staff's household. Part time employees shall have the use of family sick time 

prorated in accordance with their FTE. 
 
 

 

 

 

ARTICLE VI - ASSIGNMENTS 

ARTICLE VII - LEAVES 
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d. During the first twelve months of employment, sick leave is accumulated at the rate of 1.5 

days per month earned at the end of each month. 

 

e. A Professional Staff, who has been employed by the Collaborative for at least three (3) years, 

may be granted a leave of absence without pay or increment for up to one (1) full year for 

health reasons. Written requests for such leave must be supported by appropriate medical 

evidence submitted by the Professional Staff's physician. Additional leave may be granted at 

the discretion of the Board. 

 

f. Professional Staff who are absent for five consecutive days may be required to submit a 

physician’s note in order to return to work, at the employee’s expense. 

 

7.2 Sick Bank 

a. The Board and the Association have agreed to the establishment of a PSA Sick Bank for 

use by eligible employees covered by this agreement who have exhausted their own sick 

leave, and other forms of leave provided in the agreement, and who have a serious illness. 

 

b. A Professional Staff who is a member of the PAC-PSA and who has been an employee of 

the Collaborative for at least one academic year may voluntarily join the PSA Sick Bank. A 

Professional Staff member wishing to join the PSA Sick Bank shall fund the PSA Sick 

Bank annually with one (1) sick leave day. 

 

c. The PSA Sick Bank shall be administered by a sick leave bank committee consisting of 

four (4) members. Two (2) members shall be designated by the Association and two (2) 

members shall be designated by the Committee, one (1) of which shall include the PAC 

Executive Director. The PSA Sick Bank Committee shall vote on the eligibility for use of 

the bank and the amount of leave to be granted. The decision of the PSA Sick Bank 

Committee with respect to eligibility and entitlement shall be final and binding and not 

subject to review under the grievance and arbitration procedure or any other procedure. In 

the event of a tie vote, the members of the PSA Sick Bank Committee shall secure the 

services of a mutually agreeable neutral to break the tie. 

 

d. Any Professional Staff member who has contributed to the PSA Sick Bank for that year, 

and who has exhausted his/her sick leave, and other forms of leave, may make a request to 

withdraw sick leave from the PSA Sick Bank. A Professional Staff              member’s request to 

withdraw from the PSA Sick Bank must be in writing and shall include a letter from a 

physician that supports the member’s inability to work due to a          serious illness. 

 

e. After consulting, the PSA Sick Bank Committee shall either approve or deny the request to 

access the PSA Sick Bank. 

 

f. The initial grant of sick leave by the PSA Sick Bank Committee to an eligible         employee 

shall not exceed fifteen (15) days. 

 

g. Upon completion of the fifteen (15) day period, the period of entitlement may be         extended 

by the sick leave bank committee, upon demonstration of need by the applicant, to a 

maximum of fifteen (15) days. 
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h. In order to opt into the PSA Sick Bank, an employee must sign and submit a voluntary 

contribution sick leave slip and submit it to the Association and PAC Business Office by 

the final school day in September. This authorization needs only to be done once. When 

an employee opts into the PSA Sick Bank, he/she shall remain a member from contract year 

to contract year unless he/she notifies the PSA Sick Bank Committee through the 

Association President in writing prior to the start of a school year that he/she no longer 

wants to be a member. Once a member opts into the PSA Sick Bank the PAC will continue 

to deduct one sick day per contract year until notification is received that a member no 

longer wishes to participate in the PSA Sick Bank. Any member who does choose to opt 

out of the PSA Sick Bank may not withdraw any days from the bank which had previously 

been contributed. 

 

i. Effective July 1, 2019, only employees who have contributed less than five (5) days, and 

who are current members of the PSA Sick Bank, will be required to donate a sick day each 

year to the PSA Sick Bank. Any member that had previously opted into and was eligible 

to participate in the PSA Sick Bank, subject to any renewal of the bank as described below, 

will not be required to donate additional sick time to the         PSA Sick Bank. Should the PSA 

Sick Bank drop below a total of ninety (90) days during a given school year, employees 

who are members of the sick bank shall donate  one or two (depending on entrance into the 

PSA Sick Bank) at the start of the next school year. 

 

j. By September 30th of each school year, or within one month following the employee’s 

date of hire, the PSA shall provide in writing to the PAC business office a list of all Sick 

Bank members and those employees who are contributing to the Sick Bank. 

 

7.3 Bereavement Leave 

a. Each Professional Staff shall be granted up to five (5) workdays of bereavement leave in the 

event of a death in the immediate family (Spouse, Child, Parent, Sibling, In-Laws, 

Grandparent, Grandchild or Significant Other). In the event of a death of other relatives, 

leave will be handled at the discretion of the Executive Director. 
 

7.4 Personal Business Leave 

a. A Professional Staff will be granted two (2) days per school year with pay to attend 

necessary personal business which cannot be carried out after school hours. Such leave may 

not be taken for the purpose of extending regular school vacations or holidays. For purposes of 

this section, necessary personal business shall be limited to personal legal or family matters 

that cannot be scheduled on non-school hours. Personal days will not be approved on days prior 

to or following a holiday or vacation. 

 

b. Requests for use of the Personal Day must be submitted in writing to the Executive Director 

at least three (3) days prior to the requested day. In the event of an emergency, the three-day 

notification requirement can be waived at the discretion of the Executive Director. 

 

c. An additional day's leave with pay may be granted at the discretion of the Executive Director 

for emergency circumstances which are explained in writing. A denial of such additional day 

shall not be subject to the grievance or arbitration procedure. 
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7.5 Religious Leave 

a. A Professional Staff shall be allowed up to two (2) days leave with pay per school year for the 

purpose of observing religious holidays which fall within the school year. 
 

7.6 Professional Leave 

a. Upon the recommendation of the Executive Director, each Professional Staff will receive up 

to three (3) Professional Development days which may be used for activities which will 

improve or develop the Professional Staff's knowledge as related to their current work 

assignment. The leave may be used for, but not excluded to, activities such as visiting other 

educational or therapeutic programs, attending workshops, attending professional 

conferences, etc. 

 

7.7 Parental Leave 

a. Employees may take parental leave of up to one (1) year, or fraction thereof, without pay or 

salary increment credit, upon the following conditions. 

 

Parental leave is limited to full-time employees or anyone typically working more than twenty 

(20) hours per week. If the length of the parental leave exceeds eight (8) calendar weeks the 

individual may return at an appropriate time determined by the Executive Director in 

consideration of the students’ program(s). An extension of the one (1) year leave may upon the 

request of the individual but within the sole discretion of the Board be granted to cover the 

period of time from the end of the one (1) year leave to the beginning of the next school year. 

 

b. Employees may take parental leave for the purpose of: 

 

• Birth of the employee’s child 

• Placement of a child under the age of 18 for adoption 

• Placement of a child under the age of 23 for adoption if the child is mentally or 

physically disabled 
 

c. Two employees seeking parental leave for the same event shall be entitled to up to 1 year of 

leave in the aggregate for said event. 

 

d. The following shall apply to all parental leaves: 

(1) Notice of intent to take such leave and intent to return must be given in writing to the 

Board through the Executive Director in writing no less than two weeks prior to the 

date that the leave is to begin or as soon as practicable if the reason for the delay is 

beyond the employee’s control. 

(2) Current or accrued sick time to which the individual is entitled may be used only for 

the portion of the parental leave during which the individual is eligible to use sick 

leave under section 7.1. 

 

e. All benefits to which the staff member was entitled to at the time of the initiation of parental 

leave shall be restored to the staff member upon return to active employment including 

restoration of any unused sick leave. 
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f. A staff member on parental leave has the option to elect to remain at the staff member's own 

expense, in any Pilgrim Area Collaborative Health or Insurance Program that the Staff 

Member was participating in at the time the leave commenced. If the Staff Member is able to 

use paid sick leave pursuant to a, 2 above, the Collaborative shall continue to pay its share of 

the premium during the paid portion of the leave. 

 

g. A Staff Member returning from parental leave shall be reassigned at the discretion of the 

Executive Director. 

 

h. A Professional on leave under any provision of this Article shall advise the Executive 

Director, in writing, within two weeks of his/her intention to return to work during the 

school year, or not later than March 1 of any year, of his/her intention to return to work the 

following school year. 

 

i. A Staff Member returning from parental leave will be eligible to move to the next salary step 

level if the staff member had worked at least ninety-one (91) days of the school year and 

received a positive evaluation form. For these purposes, days "worked" shall not include sick 

days or other leave days but will include only days actually worked. 

 

j. The parties recognize that the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA), as amended, may 

establish rights different from those expressed in this article. To the extent that this is true, 

the greater of those rights (i.e., FMLA rights vs. rights under this article) will control, but 

those greater rights will not be in addition to the lesser rights. 

 

7.8 Other Leaves 

a. If employed by the Pilgrim Area Collaborative three (3) or more years, a Professional Staff 

Person may be granted a leave of absence without pay or increment up to one (1) full year for 

personal or health reasons. A request for a Leave of Absence must be submitted to the Executive 

Director in writing. 
 

b. Requests for short-term unpaid leave (up to two-week, consecutive days) for any purpose 

other than what is covered by the language of the Master Agreement of the PAC Professional 

Staff Association must be submitted to the Director in writing no later than ten (10) 

working/school days prior to the commencement of the requested leave. The employee 

requesting the unpaid leave must give an explanation in writing for the leave. Consideration 

of these requests by the Director will be given on a case-by-case basis, and leaves will only 

be approved under emergency/extraordinary circumstances. Any employee who takes an 

unpaid leave despite the denial of the request will be subject to disciplinary action. Should 

the Director deny such a request, his/her decision shall not be subject to the provisions of 

Article III. Such denial shall not be arbitrary or capricious and shall be in writing. 
 

 

8.1 

a. The Collaborative will pay fifty percent (50%) per year toward the cost of health plans made 

available to employees of the Collaborative during the term of this contract. Changes between 

various plans are subject to written procedures established by the Collaborative. 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE VIII - INSURANCE PLAN 
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b. Collaborative payments under this Section 8.1 will be year-round for Staff Members who are 

re-employed by the Collaborative from one year to the next. If an individual is not re- 

employed for the following year, the individual will pay the full premium for coverage after 

June 30. If an individual is offered re-employment by Collaborative for the following school 

year but then does not return to employment in September, the individual will repay the 

Collaborative for any of his/her medical premium payments made during July and August. 
 

8.2 Professional Staff will be eligible to participate in a "tax sheltered" Annuity Plan established pursuant to 

appropriate Federal, State, and Local Laws. 

 

8.3 PAC will pay one hundred percent (100%) of the cost of a Twenty-Five Thousand Dollar [$25,000.00] 

Term Life Insurance Plan of the type presently available to Professional Staff. Any Professional Staff 

who wishes to purchase additional Life, Accident Death & Dismemberment Insurance shall be 

responsible for the additional cost. Payment of this additional premium will be administered by the 

Collaborative. 

 

8.4 The PAC will set up and maintain a "premium only plan" pursuant to State and Federal tax laws by 

which the members of the professional staff may elect to pay their share of their health insurance with 

pre-tax earnings. 

 

8.5 Professional Staff will be eligible to participate in any dental insurance plan that the Collaborative 

makes available to its employees during the term of this contract. Each Professional Staff member 

participating in any dental insurance plan shall be responsible for 100% of the cost of coverage. 

 

8.6 The Collaborative shall use reasonable efforts to distribute any new or updated literature provided by the 

administrators of any plans described in this Article, intended for plan beneficiaries, and requiring 

signature and return of beneficiaries if any, to Professional Staff not later than 2 pay periods before 

such materials are required to be returned. 

 

 

9.1 General Statement 

a. The Collaborative will reimburse all Professional Staff covered by the Agreement, who have 

been employed by the Collaborative for at least one year, up to a maximum of $1000.00 per 

school year for educational courses taken in an accredited college or university and/or courses, 

workshops and seminars which award Professional Development Points (PDPs) or Continuing 

Education Units (CEUs), pending available funds. 

 

b. In order to gain approval, courses/workshops must, in the judgment of the Executive Director, 

improve or enhance professional competence in the areas of special education. 

Courses/workshops shall be consistent with the Strategic Planning Goals of the Collaborative 

as they may be amended from time to time. Further, the following restrictions apply: 

 

(1) Approval of the Executive Director is given prior to registration for the 

course/workshop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE IX - PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
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(2) A grade of B [or its equivalent] or better be received for participation in the 

course/workshop with the following documentation submitted to the Executive 

Director. 

 

(a) A transcript or a document of completion of the course/workshop with 

CEU's or PDPs granted. 

(b) Copies of documentation showing payment for the course/workshop. 

(c) The course/workshop description and a summary of the course/workshop 

content. 

(d) Other documentation that the Executive Director may require. 

 

c. Notification to take college courses/workshops that are directly relevant to special 

education or related fields as determined by the Executive Director should be submitted 

by September 15 for first semester courses/workshops, February 15 for second 

semester courses/workshops, and April 15 for summer courses/workshops. Notification 

shall be submitted using the professional development leave form. Waiver of these 

deadlines may be made at the discretion of the Executive Director or the Board. 
 

 

 

10.1 There will be no reprisals of any kind taken against any Professional Staff by reason of his/her 

membership in the Association or participation in its activities. 

 

10.2 If negotiation meetings between the Board and the Association are scheduled during the school day, 

the representatives of the Association will be relieved from their regular duties without loss of pay as 

necessary in order to permit their participation in such meetings. When it is necessary, pursuant to 

Article III [Grievance procedure] for an Association Member to investigate a grievance or attend a 

grievance meeting or hearing during the school day, he/she will, upon written notice to the Executive 

Director be released without loss of pay as necessary in order to permit participation in the foregoing 

activities. Any Professional Staff whose appearance in such investigations, meetings, or hearings as a 

witness is necessary will be accorded the same right. The Association agrees that these rights will not 

be abused. 

 

10.3 Professional Staff will be entitled to full rights of citizenship and no religious or political activities of 

any Professional Staff or lack thereof will be grounds for any discipline or discrimination with respect 

to the professional employment of such Professional Staff. 

 

10.4 The Board will post the executed Agreement on the PAC website. The PSA shall be solely 

responsible for the cost of any reproduction of the Agreement for its membership. 

 

10.5 If any provision of this Agreement or any application of the Agreement to any Professional Staff or 

group of Professional Staff shall be found contrary to law, then such provisions or application shall not 

be deemed valid and subsisting, except to the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions or 

applications will continue in full force. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE X - GENERAL 
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10.6 A declaration of intent to retire or voluntary separate from employment in the Pilgrim Area 

Collaborative at the end of the next school year, shall be submitted to the Executive Director via 

letter. This letter, indicating the staff member’s intent to retire, must be submitted on orbefore 

October 1st of the school year before the year of intended retirement of voluntary separation. Staff 

members will have until the first Friday in January following the conclusion of December break to 

rescind such letter. This provision allows for the Executive Director to prepare an accurate budget 

for consideration by the Board. 

 
10.7  

a. A person who retires or dies following a period of continued professional service within the  

Pilgrim Area Collaborative or any of its member communities shall be compensated for unused 

sick leave based upon the number of continuous years of service immediately preceding 

termination as follows: 

 
 

b. Excepting teachers who die, a teacher must have a minimum of one hundred (100) days of  

accumulated or unused sick leave at the time of retirement in order to be eligible for payment 

under  this section. Payment shall be made at the rate of $30.00 day for the percentage of the number 

of days either accumulated or unused. Subject to the requirements of Section 10.6, a written notice 

of intent to retire shall be irrevocable (unless a catastrophic incident arises) and must be given to 

the Executive Director on or before October 1st of the school year before the year of intended 

retirement. Payment will be made upon receipt by the Board of verification of retirement under 

the Massachusetts Teachers Retirement System or other appropriate retirement plan. 

c. In the event of his/her death only, a teacher who had not accumulated enough years of service to 

have received payment under the above schedule may be compensated for unused sick leave based 

upon the number of continuous years of service immediately preceding his/her death as follows: 

 

 
 

d. As in the case of retirements, provided that said deceased employee came to work for the  

Collaborative after having previously worked for a member-community school district, it is 

understood that the years of service for those member-communities will be included. 

 

e. In considering years of service for member-communities in computing one’s “total years of  

service” under the sick leave buy-back, it is understood that the employee need not necessarily 

have come to work for the Collaborative directly from his/her employment in a member-

community. 

 

10.8 Whenever a new Professional Staff is hired after the school year has commenced the Executive 

Director shall inform the PAC-PSA president within fifteen (15) calendar days of the hiring of said 

employee. 
 

 

 

 

After 35 years 65 percent of the accumulation;

After 30 years 60 percent of the accumulation;

After 25 years 55 percent of the accumulation;

After 20 years 50 percent of the accumulation;

and After 15 years 25 percent of the accumulation.

After 5 years – 10 Percent of Accumulation

After 10 years – 15 Percent of Accumulation
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11.1 If the Board determines that a reduction in force is necessary due to either a decrease in total 

enrollment or a decrease in enrollment in a specific program area, the following rules will be used in 

the process of laying off Professional Staff covered by this Agreement. 

 

a. In the event that a lay-off becomes necessary, the Board and/or the Executive Director in 

making such decisions shall consider the certifications, qualifications, experience and 

evaluations of the staff members which may be affected, as well as over-all needs of the 

Collaborative and its programs. When in the judgment of the Board such considerations are 

equal, then the seniority of the individuals involved shall be the determining factor. 

 

b. Seniority means a Professional Staff's length of service in years, months, and days in the 

Pilgrim Area Collaborative provided that the seniority of present Professional Staff as of the 

effective date of this Agreement shall consist of their length of service as defined above from 

their initial date of employment [not hiring] by the Board. Seniority will be severed upon 

termination or resignation, and if such person were to be reemployed by the Collaborative 

such person would be reemployed with no seniority. Seniority will not be severed during an 

approved unpaid leave of absence, although seniority will not increase during such leave. 

Seniority will continue to increase during the period of time an employee is on leave due to an 

injury covered by Workers Compensation. Part time employment shall be prorated. If 

seniority is identical, then seniority shall be determined by drawing of lots between such 

Professional Staff. 
 

c. A seniority list shall be published by the Pilgrim Area Collaborative and submitted to the 

Association for corrections [with documents to support same] no later than January of the 

current school year. The seniority list shall provide the Professional Staff member’s start date 

and will note any gaps in service. 
 

 

12.1  The Association will have the right to use Collaborative classroom space or other Collaborative rented 

space without cost at reasonable times for meetings, providing however, that prior written approval of 

the respective building principal is submitted to the Executive Director. The Executive Director will be 

notified in advance of the time and place of all such meetings. The Executive Director will 

determine which space will be available for use in the Pilgrim Area Collaborative Administration 

Building. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE XI - REDUCTION IN FORCE 

ARTICLE XII - USE OF PILGRIM AREA COLLABORATIVE FACILITIES 
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13.1      During the months of October through March, but not to exceed the span of time for thirteen (13) 

payroll periods, the Board agrees to deduct from the salaries of its Professional Staff dues or agency 

fees for the Association as said Professional Staff individually and voluntarily authorized the Board to 

deduct, using the payroll deduction form shown in Appendix D, and to transmit the monies promptly 

to the Treasurer of the Pilgrim Area Collaborative Professional Staff Association. By September 30th of 

each school year, or within one month following an Association member’s date of hire, the 

Association shall provide to the PAC business office a list of all Association members, as well as a 

copy of the Association’s Membership Application/Dues Deduction form, or whichever applicable 

form the Association shall use, for all new Association members. 

13.2 Once the initial payroll deduction form has been submitted, deductions will continue from year to 

year. If a Professional Staff wants to halt deductions said Professional Staff must submit a written 

request to both the Association and the PAC business office to opt out of future payroll deductions for 

this purpose. 
 

 

14.1 All monitoring or observation of the work performance of a Professional Staff will be conducted 

openly and with full knowledge of the Professional Staff. Within a reasonable length of time, the 

Professional Staff will be given a copy of any evaluation report prepared by their superiors and shall 

have the right to discuss such report with their superiors. 

 

14.2 For the purpose of evaluation, superiors are defined as members of the administrative staff to include 

the Executive Director or any of his/her designees. 

 

14.3 Professionals have the right, upon written request, to review the contents of their Personnel File. A 

Professional Staff will be entitled to have a representative of the Association accompany him/her during 

such review. The Professional Staff shall have the right to request and receive copies of any material 

in his/her personnel file pertaining to his services in the Pilgrim Area Collaborative.  

14.4 No material derogatory to a Professional Staff's conduct, services, character or personality will be 

placed in his/her Personnel file unless the Professional Staff has had the opportunity to review the 

material. The Professional Staff will acknowledge that he/she had the opportunity to review such 

material by affixing his/her signature to the copy to be filed with the expressed understanding that 

such signature in no way indicates agreement with the contents thereof. The Professional Staff will 

have the right to submit written statements to such material and his/her answer shall be reviewed by 

the Executive Director and attached to the file copy. 

 

14.5 The Association recognizes the authority and responsibility of the Executive Director for disciplining 

or reprimanding a Professional Staff for delinquency of professional performance. Professional Staff 

who are properly certified as teachers, in accordance MGL Chapter 71, or in the case of physical 

therapists, occupational therapists, nurses, school adjustment counselors, school psychologists, and 

speech language pathologists, who are properly licensed under MGL c.112 and who have been 

employed by the Collaborative for three or more consecutive school years while properly certified 

and/or properly licensed as the case may be, may not be dismissed, non-renewed or suspended without 

just cause. All other Professional Staff shall be employees at will. 

 

 

 

ARTICLE XIII - PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS 

ARTICLE XIV - PROFESSIONAL EVALUATION 
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14.6 Any complaint in writing regarding a Professional Staff made to a member of the administration by a 

parent, student or other personnel will be promptly called to the attention of the Professional Staff. 

 

14.7 The evaluation tool accepted by the Board and the Professional Staff Association will be used to 

provide the basis for staff evaluation. Evaluation will be done through one announced observation 

followed by a second unannounced observation by the executive director or her designee. If there are 

areas of weakness or concern noted at either observation, these will be shared with a staff member in 

writing with a plan to rectify such difficulties. Final evaluation will be based upon the success of the 

staff member in meeting the agreed-upon plan. 
 

 

15.1 The Association will not authorize, cause, instigate, sanction, condone, or take part in any work 

stoppage or delay, strike, walkout, or any concerted refusal to perform normal work duties, or interfere 

with any functions of the Pilgrim Area Collaborative. 

 

 

16.1 The term of this Agreement shall begin on July 1, 2022, and shall be binding upon the parties hereto 

and shall remain in full force and effect for a period of three (3) years thereafter. 

 

 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, The Pilgrim Area Collaborative and the Pilgrim Area Collaborative Professional Staff 

Association, Local 6210, American Federation of Teachers Massachusetts (AFT MA), each by its duly authorized 

officers, have executed this Agreement this March 3, 2022, but effective for all purposes as of July 1, 2022. 

 

 

 

 PILGRIM AREA COLLABORATIVE    PILGRIM AREA COLLABORATIVE 

 BOARD OF DIRECTORS     PROFESSIONAL STAFF ASSOCIATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 __________________________________    _____________________________________ 

 By:        By: 

 Kendra Stetson, Chairperson     Christopher Kaulbfliesch, President 
 

ARTICLE XV - PROTOCOL 

ARTICLE XVI - TERM OF AGREEMENT 

Christopher Kaulbfliesch (Mar 3, 2022 10:03 EST)
Christopher Kaulbfliesch

Kendra Stetson Campbell (Mar 4, 2022 16:14 EST)

https://na1.documents.adobe.com/verifier?tx=CBJCHBCAABAApfZbblzb850-hkqEa6NQOynIYIHSP-4P
https://na1.documents.adobe.com/verifier?tx=CBJCHBCAABAApfZbblzb850-hkqEa6NQOynIYIHSP-4P
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PILGRIM AREA COLLABORATIVE 

PLYMOUTH, MA 

 

20-- - 20-- 

Professional Staff Contract 
 

 

NAME  

 

The Board of Directors of the Pilgrim Area Collaborative, 

hereby agrees to employ for a term of 184 workdays, 
 

[to whom the term Professional Staff hereinafter refers], 

who hereby agrees to serve under the direction of the Executive Director as a 

in the Pilgrim Area Collaborative, 

beginning , and ending , subject to the conditions stated below. 
 

In accordance with the provisions of the prevailing Salary Schedule included in the Agreement between the 

Board of Directors and the Professional Staff Organization of the Pilgrim Area Collaborative, the Board has 

voted and hereby agrees to pay the above-named Professional Staff, and the above-named Professional Staff 

hereby agrees to accept, for services during the above stated period, and Annual Salary of $ 

/Step as elected by the Professional Staff as follows: 
 

Beginning , and subject to the deductions required by law or which the Professional Staff may in 

writing authorize, all pay will be terminated at the time services are terminated, and all unpaid, earned salary will 

be paid upon termination in accordance with the Board of Directors’ policy. 

 

The parties to the Agreement acknowledge and agree that certain of the Professional Staff employees covered by 

the Agreement may from time to time provide any of the PAC-related services. Further, the parties to the 

Agreement acknowledge and agree that performance of such PAC-related services by Professional Staff shall 

be considered services performed under the Agreement. 

This contract shall be renewed annually by operation of law during the period of said Professional Staff 

employment by the Board of Directors unless: 

1. the Professional staff Member is in his/her first, second or third year of employment and has been 

notified in writing, prior to June 15th in one school year, that the contract will not be renewed for the 

following school year; or 

 

2. the Professional Staff Member, irrespective of years of service, is not properly certified as a teacher 

under MGL c.71, or in the case of physical therapists, occupational therapists, nurses, school 

adjustment counselors, school psychologists, and speech language pathologists, who are not properly 

licensed under MGL c112, and has been notified in writing prior to June 15th in one school year that 

the contract will not be renewed for the following school year; or 
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3. there exists just cause for non-renewal. 

 

This contract may be terminated by mutual consent at any time. It may be terminated by the Board for just 

cause. The Professional Staff may resign for good reason by submitting at least thirty (30) calendar days written 

notice at any time except during the month of August, during which month, unless the contract has been 

terminated by mutual consent or Board action for just cause, the Professional Staff will accept employment with 

no other Collaborative or School Board in Massachusetts; provided that in the event of no salary agreement 

for the ensuing year has been signed by August first, limitations on the Professional Staff's resigning shall 

not be binding until such an agreement has been signed. 

 

This contract is subject to the Statutes of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the Rules and Regulations of 

the Board of Directors, and the Master Agreement between the Board of Directors and the Professional Staff 

Organization of the Pilgrim Area Collaborative. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Kendra Stetson, Chairperson Date 

Pilgrim Area Collaborative Board of Directors 
 

 

 

 
Dympna Thomas, Ph.D., Executive Director Date 

Pilgrim Area Collaborative 
 

 

 

 
Staff Member Date 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: 

This contract is executed in duplicate. One signed copy is to be returned to the Executive Director on or 

before . Otherwise, the contract is invalid. 
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1) Purpose of Educator Evaluation 

 
A) This contract language is locally negotiated and based on M.G.L., c.71, § 38; M.G.L. 

c.150E; the Educator Evaluation regulations, 603 CMR 35.00 et seq.; and the Model 

System for Educator Evaluation developed, and which may be updated from time to time 

by the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education. See 603 CMR 35.02 

(definition of model system). In the event of a conflict between this collective bargaining 

agreement and the governing laws and regulations, the laws and regulations will prevail. 

 
B) The regulatory purposes of evaluation are: 

 
i) To promote student learning, growth, and achievement by providing Educators 

with feedback for improvement, enhanced opportunities for professional growth, 

and clear structures for accountability, 603 CMR 35.01(2)(a); 

 
ii) To provide a record of facts and assessments for personnel decisions, 35.01(2)(b); 

 
iii) To ensure that the Board of the Directors has a system to enhance the 

professionalism and accountability of teachers and administrators that will enable 

them to assist all students to perform at high levels, 35.01(3); and 

 
iv) To assure effective teaching and administrative leadership, 35.01(3). 

 
C)  The parties agree that an effective evaluation process requires meaningful, ongoing, two 

way communication. To facilitate this process, the parties agree that each educator shall 

have a Record of Evaluation maintained as part of his/her personnel file. All evaluation 

documents shall remain confidential as personnel records of each member of the bargaining 

unit. 
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2) Definitions 

 
A)  Artifacts of Professional Practice: Products of an Educator’s work and student work 

samples that demonstrate the Educator’s knowledge and skills with respect to specific 

performance standards. 
 

B)  Caseload Educator: Educators who teach or counsel individual or small groups of 

students through consultation with the regular classroom teacher, for example, school 

nurses, guidance counselors, speech and language pathologists, occupational therapists, 

physical therapists, adjustment councilors, school psychologists, and some reading 

specialists and special education teachers. 

 
C)  Classroom teacher: Educators who teach preK- age 22 whole classes, and teachers of 

special subjects as such as art, music, library, and physical education. May also include 

special education teachers, and reading specialists who teach whole classes. 

 
D)  Categories of Evidence: Multiple measures of student learning, growth, and achievement, 

judgments based on observations and artifacts of professional practice, including 

unannounced observations of practice of any duration; and additional evidence relevant to 

one or more Standards of Effective Teaching Practice (603 CMR 35.03). 

 
E)  Educator(s): Inclusive term that applies to all classroom teachers and caseload educators, 

unless otherwise noted. 

 
F)  Educator Plan: The growth or improvement actions identified as part of each Educator’s 

evaluation. The type of plan is determined by the Educator’s career stage, overall 

performance rating, and the rating of impact on student learning, growth and achievement. 

There shall be four types of Educator Plans: 

 
i) Developing Educator Plan shall mean a plan developed by the Educator and the 

Evaluator for one school year or less for an Educator with less than three years’ 

experience at the PAC working under a professional license; or, at the discretion 

of an Evaluator, for an Educator with three or more years’ experience at the PAC. 

ii) Self-Directed Growth Plan shall mean a plan developed by the Educator for one 

or two school years for Educators with three or more years’ experience at the PAC 

who are rated proficient or exemplary. 
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iii) Directed Growth Plan shall mean a plan developed by the Educator and the 

Evaluator of one school year for Educators with three or more years’ experience at 

the PAC who are rated needs improvement. 

 
iv) Improvement Plan shall mean a plan developed by the Evaluator of at least 30 

school days and no more than one school year for Educators with three or more 

years’ experience at the PAC who are rated unsatisfactory with goals specific to 

improving the Educator’s unsatisfactory performance. In those cases where an 

Educator is rated unsatisfactory near the close of a school year, the plan may 

include activities during the summer preceding the next school year. 

 
G) ESE: The Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education. 

 
H)  Evaluation: The ongoing process of defining goals and identifying, gathering, and using 

information as part of a process to improve professional performance (the “formative 

evaluation” and “formative assessment”) and to assess total job effectiveness and make 

personnel decisions (the “summative evaluation”). 

 
I)  Evaluator: Any person designated by the executive director who has responsibility for 

evaluation. The executive director is responsible for ensuring that all Evaluators have 

training in the principles of supervision and evaluation. Each Educator will have one 

primary Evaluator at any one time responsible for determining performance ratings. 

 
i) Primary Evaluator shall be the person who determines the Educator’s 

performance ratings and evaluation and must be licensed as a DESE 

Administrator and in the employment of the PAC. 

 

ii) Contributing Evaluator must be an employee of the PAC and mutually agreed 

upon by both the Educator and the Primary Evaluator. A Contributing Evaluator 

may be an individual within the bargaining unit. 
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A Contributing Evaluator may be assigned at the request of the Primary Evaluator 

or the Educator and shall play a support role in the evaluation process. A 

Contributing Evaluator may conduct classroom observations (these observations, 

if any, do not replace the minimum observation requirements contained herein), 

and provide feedback and support to the Educator regarding content area, subject 

matter, or specialty. A Contributing Evaluator, however, may not draft or 

complete Formative or Summative Evaluation reports. 

 
iii) Notification: The Educator shall be notified in writing of his/her primary 

Evaluator at the outset of each new evaluation cycle. The Evaluator(s) may be 

changed upon notification in writing to the Educator. 

 
J)  Evaluation Cycle: A five-component process that all Educators follow consisting of 1) 

Self-Assessment; 2) Goal-setting and Educator Plan (methodology/action plan) 

development; 3) Implementation of the Plan; 4) Formative Assessment/Evaluation; and 5) 

Summative Evaluation. 

 
K) Family: Includes students’ parents, legal guardians, foster parents, or primary caregivers. 

 
L)  Formative Assessment: The process used to assess progress towards attaining goals set 

forth in Educator plans, performance on standards, or both. This process may take place at 

any time(s) during the cycle of evaluation, but typically takes place at mid-cycle. 

 
M)  Formative Evaluation: An evaluation conducted at the end of Year 1 for an Educator on 

a 2-year Self-Directed Growth plan which is used to arrive at a rating on progress towards 

attaining the goals set forth in the Educator Plan, performance on Standards and Indicators 

of Effective Teaching Practice, or both. 

 
N)  Goal: A specific, actionable, and measurable area of improvement as set forth in an 

Educator’s plan. A goal may pertain to any or all of the following: Educator practice in 

relation to Performance Standards, Educator practice in relation to indicators, or specified 

improvement in student learning, growth and achievement. Goals may be developed by 

individual Educators, by the Evaluator, or by teams, departments, or groups of Educators 

who share responsibility for student learning. 
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O)  Measurable: That which can be classified or estimated in relation to a scale, rubric, or 

standards. 

 
P)  Multiple Measures of Student Learning: Measures must include a combination of 

classroom, school and district assessments, student growth percentiles on state assessments, 

if state assessments are available, and student MEPA gain scores. This definition may be 

revised as required by regulations or agreement of the parties upon issuance of ESE 

guidance expected by July 2012. 

 
Q)  Observation: A data gathering process that includes notes and judgments made during 

one or more classroom or worksite visits(s) of any duration by the Evaluator and may 

include examination of artifacts of practice, including student work; for SISP providers, 

observations are relative to practice. An observation shall occur in person. Video 

observations will be done openly and with knowledge of the Educator. The parties agree 

that video observation or use of video as evidence may be beneficial to the evaluation 

process. Videos used as part of an announced or unannounced observation will be reviewed 

by both the Educator and the Evaluator at the time of the feedback meeting. Videos 

submitted by the Educator as evidence shall not require a meeting. For confidentiality 

purposes all videos will be deleted subsequent to the viewing by both the Educator and the 

Evaluator. A record of video evidence may be logged in the Educators evidence binder. 

Classroom or worksite observations conducted pursuant to this article must result in 

feedback to the Educator. 

 
R)  Parties: The parties to this agreement are the Pilgrim Area Collaborative Board of 

Directors and the Pilgrim Area Collaborative Professional Staff Association, Local 6210, 

AFT-MA, AFT, AFL-CIO. 

 

S)  Performance Rating: Describes the Educator’s performance on each performance 

standard and overall. There shall be four performance ratings: 

 
Exemplary: the Educator’s performance consistently and significantly exceeds the 

requirements of a standard or overall. The rating of exemplary on a standard 

indicates that practice significantly exceeds proficient. 

 
Proficient: the Educator’s performance fully and consistently meets the requirements of a 

standard or overall. Proficient practice is understood to be fully satisfactory. 
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Needs Improvement: the Educator’s performance on a standard or overall is below the 

requirements of a standard or overall, but is not considered to be unsatisfactory at this 

time. Improvement is necessary and expected. 

 
Unsatisfactory: the Educator’s performance on a standard or overall has not significantly 

improved following a rating of needs improvement, or the Educator’s performance is 

consistently below the requirements of a standard or overall and is considered 

inadequate, or both. 

 
T) Performance Standards: Locally developed standards and indicators pursuant to M.G.L. 

c. 71, § 38 and consistent with, and supplemental to 603 CMR 35.00. The parties may 

agree to limit standards and indicators to those set forth in 603 CMR 35.03. 

 
U)  Rating of Overall Educator Performance: The Educator’s overall performance rating is 

based on the Evaluator’s professional judgment and examination of evidence of the 

Educator’s performance against the four Performance Standards and the Educator’s 

attainment of goals set forth in the Educator Plan, as follows: 
 

i) Standard 1: Curriculum, Planning and Assessment 

 
ii) Standard 2: Teaching All Students 

 
iii) Standard 3: Family and Community Engagement 

 
iv) Standard 4: Professional Culture 

 
v) Attainment of Professional Practice Goal(s) 

 
vi) Attainment of Student Learning Goal(s) 
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V)  Record of Evaluation: Documented collection of evidence pertaining to the Educator’s 

performance during the evaluation cycle consisting of three parts: 

 
i) All forms and documents used or contained in the evaluation process; and 

 
ii) Evaluator-supplied evidence; and 

 
iii) Educator-supplied evidence 

 
W)  Rubric: A scoring tool that describes characteristics of practice or artifacts at different 

levels of performance. The rubrics for Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching 

Practice are used to rate Educators on Performance Standards, these rubrics consists of: 

 
i) Standards: Describes broad categories of professional practice, including those 

required in 603 CMR 35.03 

 
ii) Indicators: Describes aspects of each standard, including those required in 603 

CMR 35.03 

 
iii) Elements: Defines the individual components under each indicator 

 
iv) Descriptors: Describes practice at four levels of performance for each element 

 
X)  Summative Evaluation: An evaluation used to arrive at a rating on each standard, an 

overall rating, and as a basis to make personnel decisions. The summative evaluation 

includes the Evaluator’s judgments of the Educator’s performance against Performance 

Standards and the Educator’s attainment of goals set forth in the Educator’s Plan. 
 

Y) Executive Director: The person employed by the Board of Directors of PAC pursuant to 

M.G.L. c. 40, § 4E. The Executive Director is responsible for the implementation of 603 

CMR 35.00. 
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3) Evidence Used in Evaluation 

The following categories of evidence shall be used in evaluating each Educator: 

 
A) Multiple measures of student learning, growth, and achievement, which shall include: 

 
i) Measures of student progress on classroom assessments that are aligned with the 

Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks or other relevant frameworks and are 

comparable within grades or subjects in a school. 

 
ii) Measures of student progress and/or achievement toward student learning goals 

set between the Educator and Evaluator for the school year or some other period 

of time established in the Educator Plan. 

 
iii) For Educators whose primary role is not as a classroom teacher, the appropriate 

measures of the Educator’s contribution to student learning, growth, and 

achievement set by the PAC. The measures set by the PAC should be based on the 

Educator’s role and responsibility. 

 
B) Judgments based on observations and artifacts of practice including: 

 
i) Unannounced observations of practice of any duration. A standard observation 

shall typically be a minimum of ten minutes. However, there may be instances 

where an artifact may be collected from an observation in less than ten minutes. 

 
ii) Announced observation(s) of practice of any duration. 

 
iii) Examination of Educator work products. 

 
iv) Examination of student work samples. 

 
C) Evidence relevant to one or more Performance Standards, including but not limited to: 

 
i) Evidence compiled and presented by the Educator, including: 

 

(a) Evidence of fulfillment of professional responsibilities and growth such 

as self-assessments, peer collaboration, professional development linked 

to goals in the Educator plans, contributions to the school community and 

professional culture; and 
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(b) Evidence of active outreach to and engagement with families; and 

 
ii) Evidence of progress towards professional practice goal(s); and 

 
iii) Evidence of progress toward student learning outcomes goal(s); and 

 

iv) Student and Family Feedback (only to be used by the Educator in the Goal 

setting/self-assessment process); and 

v) Any other relevant evidence from any source that the Evaluator shares with the 

Educator. Other relevant evidence could include information provided by other 

administrators such as the Executive Director. 

4) Rubric 

 

The rubrics are a scoring tool used for the Educator’s self-assessment, the formative assessment, the 

formative evaluation and the summative evaluation. The PAC will use the rubrics provided by DESE. 

 

 
5) Evaluation Cycle: Training 

 
A)  For all new staff, the PAC shall arrange training that outlines the components of this 

evaluation process and provides an explanation of the evaluation cycle. The PAC, through 

the Executive Director, shall determine the type and quality of training. In making this 

determination, the Executive Director may, but shall not be required, to consider any input 

from the Association, on the training prior to its implementation. 

 
B)  Any Educator hired after the start of the school year, and who has not previously 

completed such an activity, shall complete such a professional learning activity about self- 

assessment and goal setting within three months of the date of hire. The PAC through the 

Executive Director shall determine the type and quality of the learning activity based on 

guidance provided by ESE. 

C)  For those Educators that are hired and begin after November 1st, they will begin their 

evaluation process during the next school year. The parties by mutual agreement may agree 

to implement an active educator plan during their first year at PAC. 
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6) Evaluation Cycle: Annual Orientation 

 
The Executive Director or his/her designee shall conduct a meeting for newly hired Educators and 

Evaluators focused substantially on educator evaluation. Any significant changes mandated by 

DESE or within this agreement will be addressed at a staff meeting. Professional staff may seek 

guidance regarding the evaluation process from their supervisor at any time. The Executive 

Director or his/her designee shall: 

 
i) Provide an overview of the evaluation process, including goal setting and the 

educator plans. 

 
ii) Provide all Educators with directions for obtaining a copy of the forms used by the 

district. These may be electronically provided. 

 
iii) The faculty meeting may be digitally recorded to facilitate orientation of 

Educators hired after the beginning of the school year. 

 
7) Evaluation Cycle: PAC Evaluation Plan Development 

 
The Evaluation Cycle consists of (A) Self-Assessment, (B) SMART Goals, (C) 

Methodology/Action Plan. 

 
It is understood that each aspect of the Evaluation Cycle represented here is succinctly summarized 

on the PAC Evaluation Plan. This plan is to be used to complete the Self-Assessment; the Goals; 

and the setting of the Educator Plan as described below. 

 
Educators are encouraged to begin to develop the new cycle of the educator evaluation process at 

the end of the previous evaluation cycle and may request to meet with the Evaluator prior to and 

submit the Evaluation Plan by October 1. Educators shall not be expected to meet during the 

summer hiatus. 

 
The Educator must complete and submit the PAC Evaluation Plan to the Primary Evaluator by 

October 15 of the current year. 
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The Evaluator approves and delivers the Evaluation Plan by October 30. The Educator shall sign 

the Evaluation Plan within 5 school days of its receipt. The signature does not indicate agreement or 

disagreement with its contents. The Educator may include a written response to the Evaluation 

Plan using the Educator Response Form. Upon receipt of an Educator Response Form, the 

Evaluator will work with the Educator to revise the Evaluation Plan. The Evaluator retains final 

authority over the content of the Educator’s Plan. 

 
For Educators in their first year of practice at PAC who start after the first day of the school year, 

the Evaluator or his/her designee will meet with each Educator within 3 weeks of their start date. 

The PAC Evaluation Plan will be due within 6 weeks of their start date, and a meeting will be held 

with the Evaluator to finalize the plan within 8 weeks of the Educator’s start date. 

 
A) Completing the Self-Assessment 

The self-assessment includes: 

i) An analysis of evidence of student learning, growth and achievement for students 

under the Educator’s responsibility. 

 
ii) An assessment of professional practice against each of the four Performance 

Standards of effective practice using the district’s rubric. 

 
B) S.M.A.R.T. Goals 

 
S.M.A.R.T. Goals include: 

 
i) At least one goal directly related to improving student learning. 

 
ii) At least one goal directly related to improving the Educator’s own professional 

practice. 

 
To determine the goals to be included in the Educator Plan, the Evaluator reviews the goals 

the Educator has proposed in the Self-Assessment, using evidence of Educator performance 

and impact on student learning, growth and achievement based on the Educator’s self- 

assessment and other sources that Evaluator shares with the Educator. 
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Educators must consider goals for grade-level, subject-area, department teams, or other 

groups of Educators who share responsibility for student learning and results, except as 

provided in the paragraph below. Goals may be developed by individual Educators, by the 

Evaluator, or by teams, departments, or groups of Educators who have the similar roles 

and/or responsibilities. Evaluators may participate in such meetings. 
 

Unless the Evaluator indicates that an Educator in his/her second or third years of 

practice should continue to address induction and mentoring goals pursuant to 603 CMR 

7.12, the Educator may address shared grade level or subject area team goals. 

 
For Educators with three or more years’ experience in the PAC and ratings of needs 

improvement or unsatisfactory, the professional practice goal(s) must address specific 

standards and indicators identified for improvement. In addition, the goals may address 

shared grade level or subject area team goals. They shall also meet individually with their 

Primary Evaluators to finalize professional practice goal(s) that address specific 

standard(s) and indicator(s) identified for improvement. 

 
C) Methodology/Action Plan 

 
The PAC Evaluation Plan also outlines actions the Educator must take to attain the goals 

established in the Plan and benchmarks to assess progress. 

 

8) Evaluation Cycle: Observation of Practice and Examination of Artifacts 

 
A) All Educators in the PAC will have at least one announced and two unannounced 

observations during their evaluation cycle. A tentative date for the announced observation 

will be set at the Educator Plan meeting. 

 
B) The Educator whose overall rating is unsatisfactory must be observed according to the 

Improvement Plan which must include both unannounced and announced observation. The 

number and frequency of the observations shall be determined by the Evaluator, but in no 

case, for improvement plans of one year, shall there be fewer than one announced and two 

unannounced observations. 
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9) Observations 

 
The Evaluator’s first observation of the Educator should take place by December 15. 

Observations required by the Educator Plan should be completed by May 20th. The Evaluator may 

conduct additional observations after this date for Educators on a two-year plan during the first 

year of their cycle. It is understood the observations for Educators on a two-year plan will be 

spread out over the two years. 

 
The Evaluator is not required nor expected to review all the indicators in a rubric during an 

observation. 
 

A) Unannounced Observations 

 
i) Unannounced observations may be in the form of visitations according to 3B(i). 

 
ii) The Educator will be provided with at least brief written feedback from the 

Evaluator within 5 school days of the observation. Any observation or series of 

observations resulting in one or more standards judged to be unsatisfactory or 

needs improvement for the first time must be followed by at least one observation 

of at least 30 minutes in duration within 30 school days. 

 
B) Announced Observations 

 
i) The Evaluator shall select the date and time of the lesson, activity, or clinical 

practice (nurses, therapists, counselors) to be observed and discuss with the 

Educator any specific goal(s) for the observation. The Educator will be notified as 

soon as possible if the Evaluator will not be able to attend the scheduled 

observation. The observation will be rescheduled with the Educator as soon as 

reasonably practical. 

 
ii) Within 5 school days of the observation, the Evaluator and Educator may meet at 

a mutually agreeable time for a post-observation conference. 
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iii) The Evaluator shall provide the Educator with written feedback within 5 school 

days of the post-observation conference. In the case of an observation that raises 

questions or concerns, the evaluator will request an in-person conference with the 

educator. Following this request, the Educator and the Evaluator shall meet 

within two days at a mutually agreeable time. For any standard where the 

Educator’s practice was found to be unsatisfactory or needs improvement, the 

feedback must: 

 
(1st) Address the specific standard(s) and/or indicator(s) in question. 

(2nd) Address the supporting evidence for the Evaluator’s concerns. 

(3rd) Address suggested actions for correcting the problem(s). 

(4th) Address the supports and resources available to the Educator. 
 

(5th) State that the Educator is responsible for addressing the need for 

improvement. 

 

(6th) Establish clear timelines for completion on the part of both 

parties. 

 
10) Evaluation Cycle: Formative Assessment 

 
A)  A specific purpose for evaluation is to promote student learning, growth and achievement 

by providing Educators with feedback for improvement. 

 
B)  Formative Assessment may be ongoing throughout the evaluation cycle but typically takes 

places mid-cycle when a Formative Assessment report is completed. For an Educator on a 

two-year Self-Directed Growth Plan, the mid-cycle Formative Assessment report is 

replaced by the Formative Evaluation report at the end of year one. See Timelines for 

applicable dates. 

 
C)  The Formative Assessment report provides written feedback and ratings to the Educator 

about his/her progress towards attaining the goals set forth in the Educator Plan, 

performance on Performance Standards and overall, or both 
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D)  No less than two weeks before the due date for the Formative Assessment report, which 

due date shall be established by the Evaluator with written notice to the Educator, the 

Educator shall provide to the Evaluator evidence of family outreach and engagement, 

fulfillment of professional responsibility and growth, and progress on attaining professional 

practice and student learning goals as will be determined by DESE and the parties. The 

educator may provide to the evaluator additional evidence of the educator’s performances 

against the four Performance Standards. 

 

Every Educator will be allowed and encouraged to compile and present any evidence or 

information to their Primary Evaluator that relates to his/her performance against the 

standards and/or progress toward plan goals. The Educator may use the Educator 

Response Form to submit comments and/or additional information he/she believes is 

relevant. This document will become part of the Record of Evaluation. 

 
The Educator may share any or all compiled evidence/information with his/her 

evaluator(s) at any point in the evaluation cycle, in which case said contents will be 

entered into the educator’s Record of Evaluation. The Primary Evaluator shall 

acknowledge receipt of said contents. 
 

E)  Upon the request of either the Evaluator or the Educator, the Evaluator and the Educator 

will meet either before or after completion of the Formative Assessment Report. 

 
F)  The Evaluator shall complete the Formative Assessment report and deliver a copy to the 

Educator. All Formative Assessment reports must be signed by the Evaluator. 

G)  The Educator may reply in writing to the Formative Assessment report within 5 school 

days of receiving the report using the Educator Response Form. 

 
H)  The Educator shall sign the Formative Assessment report within 5 school days of 

receiving the report. The signature indicates that the Educator received the Formative 

Assessment report. The signature does not indicate agreement or disagreement with its 

contents. The Formative Assessment report, and any Educator Response Form, will be 

placed in the Educator’s personnel file. 
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11) Evaluation Cycle: Formative Evaluation for Two Year Self-Directed Plans Only 

 
A) Educators on two-year Self-Directed Growth Educator Plans receive a Formative 

Evaluation report near the end of the first year of the two year cycle. See Timeline for 

applicable dates. The Educator’s performance rating for that year shall be assumed to be 

the same as the previous summative rating unless evidence demonstrates a significant 

change in performance in which case the rating on the performance standards may change, 

and the Evaluator may place the Educator on a different Educator plan, appropriate to the 

new rating. 

 
B) The Formative Evaluation report provides written feedback and ratings to the Educator 

about his/her progress towards attaining the goals set forth in the Educator Plan, 

performance on each performance standard and overall, or both. 

 
C) No less than two weeks before the due date for the Formative Evaluation report, which 

due date shall be established by the Evaluator with written notice provided to the Educator, 

the Educator shall provide to the Evaluator evidence of family outreach and engagement, 

fulfillment of professional responsibility and growth, and progress on attaining professional 

practice and student learning goals as will be determined by DESE and the parties. The 

educator may also provide to the evaluator additional evidence of the educator’s 

performance against the four Performance Standards. 
 

Every Educator will be allowed and encouraged to compile and present any evidence or 

information to their Primary Evaluator that relates to his/her performance against the 

standards and/or progress toward plan goals. 

 
The Educator may use the Educator Response Form to submit comments and/or additional 

information he/she believes is relevant. This document will become part of the Record of 

Evaluation. 

 
The Educator may share any or all compiled evidence/information with his/her 

evaluator(s) at any point in the evaluation cycle, in which case said contents will be 

entered into the educator’s Record of Evaluation. The Primary Evaluator shall 

acknowledge receipt of said contents. 

 
D) The Evaluator shall complete the Formative Evaluation report and deliver a copy to the 

Educator. All Formative Evaluation reports must be signed by the Evaluator. 
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E) Upon the request of either the Evaluator or the Educator, the Evaluator and the Educator 

will meet either before or after completion of the Formative Evaluation Report. 

 
F) The Educator may reply in writing to the Formative Evaluation report within 5 school days 

of receiving the report using the Educator Response Form. 

 
G) The Educator shall sign the Formative Evaluation report within 5 school days of receiving 

the report. The signature indicates that the Educator received the Formative Evaluation 

report. The signature does not indicate agreement or disagreement with its contents. The 

Formative Evaluation report, and any Educator Response Form, will be placed in the 

Educator’s personnel file. 

 
H) If the rating in the Formative Evaluation report differs from the last summative rating the 

Educator received, the Evaluator may place the Educator on a different Educator Plan, 

appropriate to the new rating. 

 
12) Evaluation Cycle: Summative Evaluation 

 
A) The evaluation cycle concludes with a summative evaluation report. For Educators on a 

one-year Educator Plan, the summative report must be written and delivered to the educator 

seven days prior to the last day of school. For Educators on a two-year Educator Plan, the 

summative report must be written and delivered to the educator by May 15th. 
 

B) The Evaluator determines a rating on each standard and an overall rating based on the 

Evaluator’s professional judgment, an examination of evidence against the Performance 

Standards and evidence of the attainment of the Educator Plan goals. 

 
C) For an educator whose overall performance rating is exemplary or proficient and whose 

impact on student learning is low (see Section 8B), the evaluator’s supervisor shall discuss 

and review the rating with the evaluator and the supervisor shall confirm or revise the 

educator’s rating. 

 
D) The summative evaluation rating must be based on evidence from multiple categories of 

evidence. MCAS Growth or MCAS-Alt scores shall not be the sole basis for a summative 

evaluation rating. 
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E) To be rated proficient overall, the Educator shall, at a minimum, have been rated 

proficient on the Curriculum, Planning and Assessment and the Teaching All Students 

Standards of Effective Teaching Practice. 

 
F) No less than two weeks before the due date for the Summative Evaluation report, or as 

mutually agreed upon by the parties, the Educator will provide to the Evaluator evidence of 

family outreach and engagement, fulfillment of professional responsibility and growth, and 

progress on attaining professional practice and student learning goals as determined by 

DESE and the parties. The educator may also provide to the evaluator additional evidence 

of the educator’s performance against the four Performance Standards. 

 

Every Educator will be allowed and encouraged to compile and present any evidence or 

information to their Primary Evaluator that relates to his/her performance against the 

standards and/or progress toward plan goals. The Educator may use the Educator Response 

Form to submit comments and/or additional information he/she believes is relevant. This 

document will become part of the Record of Evaluation. 

 
The Educator may share any or all compiled evidence/information with his/her 

evaluator(s) at any point in the evaluation cycle, in which case said contents will be entered 

into the educator’s Record of Evaluation. The Primary Evaluator shall acknowledge 

receipt of said contents by initialing the Educators log in the Evidence Binder. 

 
G) The Summative Evaluation report should recognize areas of strength as well as identify 

recommendations for professional growth. 
 

H) The Evaluator shall meet with the Educator rated needs improvement or unsatisfactory to 

discuss the summative evaluation. The meeting shall occur by the last day of school if on a 

One Year Plan and by seven days prior to the last day of school if on a Two-year plan. 

 
I) The Evaluator may meet with the Educator rated proficient or exemplary to discuss the 

summative evaluation, if either the Educator or the Evaluator requests such a meeting. The 

meeting shall occur by the last day of school. 

 
J) Upon mutual agreement, the Educator and the Evaluator may develop the Self-Directed 

Growth Plan for the following two years during the meeting on the Summative Evaluation 

report. 
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K) The Educator shall sign and return the final Summative Evaluation report by the last day 

of school. The signature indicates that the Educator received the Summative Evaluation 

report. The signature does not indicate agreement or disagreement with its contents. 

 
L) The Educator shall have the right to respond in writing to the summative evaluation using 

the Educator Response Form which shall become part of the final Summative Evaluation 

report. 

 
M) A copy of the signed final Summative Evaluation report, and any Educator Response 

form, shall be filed in the Educator’s personnel file, and will be delivered to the Educator. 

 
N) Should there be a serious disagreement between the Educator and the Evaluator regarding 

an overall summative performance rating of unsatisfactory, the Educator will meet with the 

Evaluator and the Executive Director to discuss the disagreement. The Educator may bring 

union representation to this meeting. 

 
13) Educator Plans – General 

 
A) Educator Plans shall be designed to provide Educators with feedback for improvement, 

professional growth, and leadership; and to ensure Educator effectiveness and overall 

system accountability. The Plan must be aligned to the standards and indicators and be 

consistent with district and school goals. 

 
B) The Educator Plan shall include, but is not limited to: 

 
i) At least one goal related to improvement of practice tied to one or more 

Performance Standards; and 

ii) At least one goal for the improvement the learning, growth and achievement of 

the students under the Educator’s responsibility; and 
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iii) An outline of actions the Educator must take to attain the goals and benchmarks to 

assess progress. Actions must include specified professional development and 

learning activities that the Educator will participate in as a means of obtaining the 

goals, as well as other support that may be suggested by the Evaluator or provided 

by the PAC. Examples may include but are not limited to coursework, self-study, 

action research, curriculum development, study groups with peers, and 

implementing new programs. 

 
C) It is the Educator’s responsibility to attain the goals in the Plan and to participate in any 

trainings and professional development provided through the state, district, or other 

providers in accordance with the Educator Plan. 

 
14) Educator Plans: Developing Educator Plan 

 
A) The Developing Educator Plan is for all Educators with less than three years’ experience 

at the PAC, and, at the discretion of the Evaluator, Educators with three or more years’ 

experience at the PAC in new assignments. 

 
B) The Educator shall be evaluated at least annually. 

 
15) Educator Plans: Self-Directed Growth Plan 

 
A) A Two-year Self-Directed Growth Plan is for those Educators with three or more years’ 

experience at the PAC who have an overall rating of proficient or exemplary, and whose 

impact on student learning (see Section 8B) is moderate or high. A formative evaluation 

report is completed at the end of year 1 and a summative evaluation report at the end of 

year 2. 

 
B) A One-year Self-Directed Growth Plan is for those Educators with three or more years’ 

experience at the PAC who have an overall rating of proficient or exemplary, and whose 

impact on student learning (see Section 8B) is low. In this case, the Evaluator and 

Educator shall analyze the discrepancy between the summative evaluation rating and the 

rating for impact on student learning to seek to determine the cause(s) of the discrepancy. 
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16) Educator Plans: Directed Growth Plan 
 

A) A Directed Growth Plan is for those Educators with three or more years’ experience at the 

PAC whose overall rating is needs improvement. 

 
B) The goals in the Plan must address areas identified as needing improvement as determined 

by the Evaluator. 

 
C) The Evaluator shall complete a summative evaluation for the Educator at the end of the 

period determined by the Plan, but at least annually, and in no case later than May 20th. 

 
D) For an Educator on a Directed Growth Plan whose overall performance rating is at least 

proficient, the Evaluator will place the Educator on a Self-Directed Growth Plan for the 

next Evaluation Cycle. 

 

E) For an Educator on a Directed Growth Plan whose overall performance rating is not at 

least proficient, the Evaluator will rate the Educator as unsatisfactory and will place the 

Educator on an Improvement Plan for the next Evaluation Cycle. 

 
17) Educator Plans: Improvement Plan 

 
A) An Improvement Plan is for those Educators with three or more years’ experience at PAC 

whose overall rating is unsatisfactory. 

 
B) The parties agree that in order to provide students with the best instruction, it may be 

necessary from time to time to place an Educator whose practice has been rated as 

unsatisfactory on an Improvement Plan of no fewer than 30 school days and no more than 

one school year. In the case of an Educator receiving a rating of unsatisfactory near the 

close of one school year, the Improvement Plan may include activities that occur during the 

summer before the next school year begins. 

 
C) The Evaluator must complete a summative evaluation for the Educator at the end of the 

period determined by the Evaluator for the Plan. 

 
D) The Improvement Plan shall define the problem(s) of practice identified through the 

observations and evaluation and detail the improvement goals to be met, the activities the 

Educator must take to improve and the assistance to be provided to the Educator by the 

district. 
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E) The Improvement Plan process shall include: 

 

i) Within ten school days of notification to the Educator that the Educator is being 

placed on an Improvement Plan, the Evaluator shall schedule a meeting with the 

Educator to discuss the Improvement Plan and will consider any input of the 

Educator. The Evaluator will develop the Improvement Plan, which will include 

the provision of specific assistance to the Educator. The Evaluator retains the 

final authority over the content of the plan. 

 
ii) The Educator may request that a representative of the PAC PSA attend the 

meeting(s). 

 
iii) If the Educator consents, the PAC PSA will be informed that an Educator has 

been placed on an Improvement Plan. 

 
F) The Improvement Plan shall: 

 
i) Define the improvement goals using SMART Goals directly related to the 

performance standard(s) and/or student learning outcomes that must be improved; 

and 

 
ii) Describe the specific recommendations the Educator must complete as a means of 

improving performance; and 

 
iii) Describe the support and assistance that the PAC will make available to the 

Educator; and 

 
iv) Detail the timeline for completion of each component of the Plan, including at a 

minimum a mid-cycle formative assessment report of the relevant standard(s) and 

indicator(s); and 

 
v) Identify the individuals assigned to assist the Educator, which must include 

minimally the Primary Evaluator and Contributing Evaluator(s), if any; 

and 

 
vi) Include the signatures of the Educator and Primary Evaluator. 
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G) A copy of the signed Plan shall be provided to the Educator within five school days of 

completion of the Improvement Plan. The Educator must sign and return the Improvement 

Plan within five school days of receipt. The Educator’s signature indicates that the 

Educator received the Improvement Plan. When returning the Improvement Plan, the 

Educator may indicate any disagreement with the Improvement Plan using the Educator 

Response Form. 
 

 

H) Decision on the Educator’s status at the conclusion of the Improvement Plan. 

 
i) All determinations below must be made no later than June 1. One of four 

decisions must be made at the conclusion of the Improvement Plan: 

 
(a) If the Evaluator determines that the Educator has improved his/her 

practice to the level of proficiency, the Educator will be placed on a Self- 

Directed Growth Plan. 

 
(b) In those cases where the Educator was placed on an Improvement Plan as 

a result of his/her summative rating at the end of his/her Directed Growth 

Plan, if the Evaluator determines that the Educator is making substantial 

progress toward proficiency, the Evaluator shall place the Educator on a 

Directed Growth Plan. 

 
(c) In those cases where the Educator was placed on an Improvement Plan as 

a result of his/her Summative rating at the end of his/her Directed Growth 

Plan, if the Evaluator determines that the Educator is not making 

substantial progress toward proficiency, the Evaluator shall recommend to 

the Executive Director that the Educator be dismissed. 

 
(d) If the Evaluator determines that the Educator’s practice remains at the 

level of unsatisfactory, the Evaluator shall recommend to the Executive 

Director that the Educator be dismissed. 
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18) Timelines 

A) Educators on 1 Year Plan 
 

Activity: Completed By: 

Current Educator submits to Evaluator the PAC Evaluation Plan. October 1 

 

Evaluator meets with Educators to assist in completion of the PAC 

Evaluation Plan. 

October 15 (or 

within 6 wks. of start 

date if applicable*) 

 

Final PAC Evaluation Plan approval. (Evaluation Plan may be established at 

Summative Evaluation Report meeting in prior school year.) 

October 30 (or 

within 8 wks. of start 

date if applicable*) 

Evaluator should complete first observation of each Educator December 15 

Educator should submit any applicable evidence of progress towards 

standards and goals 

January 15 

Evaluator should complete mid-cycle Formative Assessment Reports February 1 

Evaluator holds Formative Assessment Meetings if requested by either 

Evaluator or Educator. Meeting will occur if an Evaluator anticipates a 

negative change in the Educator’s rating. 

February 15 

Educator submits evidence on parent outreach, professional growth, progress 

on goals (and other standards, if desired) 

The Friday following 

April school vacation 

 

Evaluator completes and disseminates Summative Evaluation Report 
Seven days prior to the 

last day of school 

Evaluator meets with Educators whose overall Summative Evaluation ratings 

are Needs Improvement or Unsatisfactory 

By the last day of 

school 

Evaluator meets with Educators whose ratings are proficient or exemplary at 

request of Evaluator or Educator 

By the last day of 

school 

Educator signs and returns Summative Evaluation Report and provides any 

written response 

By the last day of 

school 

*Applies to educators in their first year of practice at PAC whose start date may be after the start of  the school year. 
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B) Educators on Two Year Plans 
 

Activity: Completed By: 

In year 1 of their evaluation cycle, Educator submits to Evaluator the PAC 

Evaluation Plan. 

October 1 

In year 1 of their evaluation cycle, Evaluator meets with Educators to review 

Educator Plans (Educator Plan may be established at Summative Evaluation 

Report meeting in prior school year) 

October 15 

In year 1 of their evaluation cycle, final PAC Evaluation Plan approval. October 30 

Evaluator completes 1 announced and at least 2 unannounced observation(s) Any time during the 2- 

year evaluation cycle, but 

must be spread over the 2 

years 

Educator should submit any applicable evidence of progress towards 

standards and goals 

May 15 of Year 1 

Evaluator completes and delivers Formative Evaluation Report to Educator June 1 of Year 1 

Formative Evaluation signed and Formative Evaluation Meeting held, if any. 

Meeting will occur if an Evaluator anticipates a negative change in the 

Educator’s rating. 

June 10 of Year 1 

Educator should submit any applicable evidence of progress towards 

standards and goals 

The Friday following 

April school vacation 

Evaluator completes Summative Evaluation Report 
 

Evaluator conducts Summative Evaluation Meeting, if any. Meeting will 

occur if the rating is changed to Needs Improvement or Unsatisfactory. 

Seven days prior to the 

last day of school 

Evaluator and Educator sign and return Summative Evaluation Report, and 

provides any written response 

By the last day of school 
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C) Educators on Plans of Less than One Year 

 
i) The timeline for educators on plans of less than one year will be established in the 

Educator Plan. 

 
D) Any time a deadline falls on a scheduled or unscheduled day off from school, the deadline 

will fall on the next immediate school day. 

19) General Provisions 

 
A) Violations of this article are subject to the grievance and arbitration procedures. 

 

B) Any Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary (DESE) order, mandate, or policy 

change on professional staff evaluations will supersede the schedule outlined in Appendix B.  The 

Executive Director in collaboration with Program Coordinators and Directors will communicate 

any such changes to the Professional Staff Association should they occur.  
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2022-2023 
EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2022 

 
   2% INCREASE   

REALIGN STEPS 1 - 12 
ADD DOCTORAL COLUMN 

 
 

Bachelors Bachelors Masters Masters Masters CAGS Doctoral 

STEP  +15  +15 +30   

1 $ 51,565 $ 53,417 $ 55,273 $ 57,129 $ 58,987 $ 60,840 $ 62,840 

2 $ 54,137 $ 56,043 $ 57,995 $ 59,943 $ 61,894 $ 63,842 $ 65,842 

3 $ 56,637 $ 58,674 $ 60,710 $ 62,816 $ 64,787 $ 66,825 $ 68,825 

4 $ 59,169 $ 61,299 $ 63,434 $ 65,562 $ 67,696 $ 69,826 $ 71,826 

5 $ 61,705 $ 63,929 $ 66,153 $ 68,366 $ 70,589 $ 72,811 $ 74,811 

6 $ 64,243 $ 66,575 $ 68,873 $ 71,182 $ 73,498 $ 75,809 $ 77,809 

7 $ 66,780 $ 69,185 $ 71,586 $ 73,991 $ 76,394 $ 78,797 $ 80,797 

8 $ 69,317 $ 71,809 $ 74,306 $ 76,800 $ 79,301 $ 81,798 $ 83,798 

9 $ 71,853 $ 74,430 $ 77,026 $ 79,611 $ 82,200 $ 84,785 $ 86,785 

10 $ 74,382 $ 77,066 $ 79,749 $ 82,422 $ 85,104 $ 87,781 $ 89,781 

11 $ 77,005 $ 79,750 $ 82,559 $ 85,332 $ 88,105 $ 90,886 $ 92,886 

12 $ 79,700 $ 82,541 $ 85,448 $ 88,319 $ 91,188 $ 94,067 $ 96,067 

  L12=1% $ 80,497 $ 83,366 $ 86,302 $ 89,202 $ 92,100 $ 95,008 $ 97,028 

NOTE:  STEP L12 IS A LONGEVITY STEP – ACHIEVED AFTER 12 YEARS OF SERVICE AT PAC. 
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2023-2024 
EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2023 

 
2% INCREASE  

ADD LONGEVITY STEPS L15, L20, L25, AND L30 TO SALARY SCHEDULE AT ONE PERCENT (1%) 
 

 

Bachelors Bachelors Masters Masters Masters CAGS Doctoral 

STEP  +15  +15 +30   

1 $ 52,596 $ 54,485 $ 56,378 $ 58,272 $ 60,167 $ 62,057 $ 64,097 

2 $ 55,220 $ 57,164 $ 59,155 $ 61,142 $ 63,132 $ 65,119 $ 67,159 

3 $ 57,770 $ 59,847 $ 61,924 $ 64,072 $ 66,083 $ 68,162 $ 70,202 

4 $ 60,352 $ 62,525 $ 64,703 $ 66,873 $ 69,050 $ 71,223 $ 73,263 

5 $ 62,939 $ 65,208 $ 67,476 $ 69,733 $ 72,001 $ 74,267 $ 76,307 

6 $ 65,528 $ 67,907 $ 70,250 $ 72,606 $ 74,968 $ 77,325 $ 79,365 

7 $ 68,116 $ 70,569 $ 73,018 $ 75,471 $ 77,922 $ 80,373 $ 82,413 

8 $ 70,703 $ 73,245 $ 75,792 $ 78,336 $ 80,887 $ 83,434 $ 85,474 

9 $ 73,290 $ 75,919 $ 78,567 $ 81,203 $ 83,844 $ 86,481 $ 88,521 

10 $ 75,870 $ 78,607 $ 81,344 $ 84,070 $ 86,806 $ 89,537 $ 91,577 

11 $ 78,545 $ 81,345 $ 84,210 $ 87,039 $ 89,867 $ 92,704 $ 94,744 

12 $ 81,294 $ 84,192 $ 87,157 $ 90,085 $ 93,012 $ 95,948 $ 97,988 

L12=1% $ 82,107 $ 85,034 $ 88,029 $ 90,986 $ 93,942 $ 96,907 $ 98,968 

L15=1% $ 82,928 $ 85,884 $ 88,909 $ 91,896 $ 94,881 $ 97,876 $ 99,958 

L20=1% $ 83,757 $ 86,743 $ 89,798 $ 92,815 $ 95,830 $ 98,855 $ 100,958 

L25=1% $ 84,595 $ 87,610 $ 90,696 $ 93,743 $ 96,788 $ 99,844 $ 101,968 

L30=1% $ 85,441 $ 88,486 $ 91,603 $ 94,680 $ 97,756 $         100,842 $ 102,988 

    NOTE:   STEPS L12, L15, L20, L25, AND L30 ARE LONGEVITY STEPS – ACHIEVED AFTER 12, 15, 20, 25, AND 30 YEARS OF SERVICE AT PAC. 
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2024-2025 
EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2024 

 
2% INCREASE 

INCREASE LONGEVITY STEPS L12, L15, L20, L25, AND L30 TO TWO PERCENT (2%) 

 
 

Bachelors Bachelors Masters Masters Masters CAGS Doctoral 

STEP  +15  +15 +30   

1 $ 53,648 $ 55,575 $ 57,506 $ 59,437 $ 61,370 $ 63,298 $ 65,379 

2 $ 56,324 $ 58,307 $ 60,338 $ 62,365 $ 64,395 $ 66,421 $ 68,502 

3 $ 58,925 $ 61,044 $ 63,162 $ 65,353 $ 67,405 $ 69,525 $ 71,606 

4 $ 61,559 $ 63,776 $ 65,997 $ 68,210 $ 70,431 $ 72,647 $ 74,728 

5 $ 64,198 $ 66,512 $ 68,826 $ 71,128 $ 73,441 $ 75,752 $ 77,833 

6 $ 66,839 $ 69,265 $ 71,655 $ 74,058 $ 76,467 $ 78,872 $ 80,952 

7 $ 69,478 $ 71,980 $ 74,478 $ 76,980 $ 79,480 $ 81,980 $ 84,061 

8 $ 72,117 $ 74,710 $ 77,308 $ 79,903 $ 82,505 $ 85,103 $ 87,183 

9 $ 74,756 $ 77,437 $ 80,138 $ 82,827 $ 85,521 $ 88,211 $ 90,291 

10 $ 77,387 $ 80,179 $ 82,971 $ 85,751 $ 88,542 $ 91,328 $ 93,409 

11 $ 80,116 $ 82,972 $ 85,894 $ 88,780 $ 91,664 $ 94,558 $ 96,639 

12 $ 82,920 $ 85,876 $ 88,900 $ 91,887 $ 94,872 $ 97,867 $ 99,948 

L12=2% $ 84,578 $ 87,594 $ 90,678 $ 93,725 $ 96,769 $ 99,824 $ 101,947 

L15=2% $ 86,270 $ 89,346 $ 92,492 $ 95,600 $ 98,704 $ 101,820 $ 103,986 

L20=2% $ 87,995 $ 91,133 $ 94,342 $ 97,512 $ 100,678 $ 103,856 $ 106,066 

L25=2% $ 89,755 $ 92,956 $ 96,229 $ 99,462 $ 102,692 $ 105,933 $ 108,187 

L30=2% $ 91,550 $ 94,815 $ 98,154 $ 101,451 $ 104,746 $          108,052 $ 110,351 

      NOTE:   STEPS L12, L15, L20, L25, AND L30 ARE LONGEVITY STEPS – ACHIEVED AFTER 12, 15, 20, 25, AND 30 YEARS OF SERVICE AT PAC. 
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APPENDIX D 
STIPEND POSITIONS 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Head Nurse $1000 Annually

Pilgrim Academy MCAS Coordinator $600 Annually

Mentor $600 Annually
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